Abstract-Microfluidic devices for glucose detection have been constructed and developed by integration of glucose oxidase covalently immobilised single-walled carbon nanotube arrays into a poly (dimethylsiloxane)-based microfluidic channel. This microfluidic device was tested for electrochemical glucose detection, and the results showed that the glucose can be detected with a linear response up to a concentration of 5×10 -3 mol L -1 . Because of the small amounts of fluids and enzyme used in microchannels, this approach offers a number of technical advantages, such as portability, shorter analysis time and lower consumption of expensive analytes.
INTRODUCTION
Glucose sensing is extremely important commercially, since diabetics need to keep control of their blood glucose to prevent either hypoglycaemia or hyperglycaemia. The early sensors tested for ketones in urine, which are indicative of raised blood glucose levels [1] . However the delay in metabolism of glucose to ketone metabolites prevented close monitoring of blood glucose. The big advance in direct measurement of blood glucose came when the enzyme glucose oxidase (GOD) became widely available [2, 3] . Glucose oxidase oxidises glucose to gluconic acid, liberating hydrogen peroxide, which can then be electrochemically [4] and optically [5] detected. The major problem with using the hydrogen peroxide reduction current as an indirect measure of glucose concentration is that oxygen concentration can vary in different samples. The solution to this problem was to realise that oxygen's role only is as an electron shuttle. It has been found that ferrocene and ferrocene compounds (Fc) have good biocompatibility with GOD [6, 7] . The glucose detection scheme could be now expressed as follows: 
R
Microfluidic techniques offer a number of technical advantages due their ability to manipulate small volumes (10 -9 to 10 -18 litres) [8, 9] . In recent studies the use of microreactors to exploit chemical and biochemical reactions have been reported. However, one of the key challenges is to induce an immobilization of reagents and catalysts within these devices providing improved stability and higher sensitivity in chemical analysis [5] . Some researchers have described the immobilization that results from the conjugation of reagents on the inside walls of the flow channel [10] . Others have immobilized enzyme or single strands of DNA on micro-beads in microfluidic device [11] .
Carbon nanotubes, with their ability to act as near-perfect conductors of electricity, have been touted as an important building block for nanoscale electronics and biosensors. The traditional approach to fabricating an enzyme/carbon nanotube electrode involves depositing an enzyme layer over the surface of an electrode resulting in an unknown spatial relationship between the redox proteins and the nanotubes [12] . Gooding reported protein electrochemistry using aligned carbon nanotube arrays [13] . The enzymes were covalently attached to the ends of the aligned carbon nanotubes by modifying single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) onto a cysteamine selfassembled monolayer on gold electrodes. This process provides a simple method for covalently attaching enzymes to carbon nanotubes. Such structures could be incorporated in microfluidic devices to detect biomolecules that interact with a linked enzyme. Integration of microarrays with microfluidic devices can be highly advantageous in terms of portability, shorter analysis time and lower consumption of expensive analytes.
II. MICROFABRICATION

A. Micropatterning
Glass wafers (6×6 cm 2 ) were treated and cleaned with a piranha solution to remove any organic contaminations and then rinsed thoroughly in Milli-Q water before being blow Adrian C. dried using a clean supply of nitrogen. The cleaned wafers were then spin coated with a layer of SU-8 photoresist, where the thickness of the photoresist film was controlled by the spin speed and duration. After a pre-baking process, the coated wafers were then exposed to UV-light through a photo mask (Cicuit Graphics) using a mask aligner (MJB3, Karl Suss). The exposed SU8 was then put through a post baking process before being developed to remove the un-exposed regions of the SU8 film, leaving a micropattern of the SU8 structures on the glass wafers. Using a soft lithography approach the raised SU8 features were used as a micromould pattern and were used to cast a microchannel in a PDMS. 
B. Microelectrode fabrication
Using the photolithographic procedure as detailed above, photoresist S1828 was patterned on the surface of the glass wafers. The patterned wafers were then put through a metal coating cycle using a metal evaporator (Edwards Auto 306) to give a titanium/gold film. The coated wafers were then immersed in acetone to lift off the photoresist to reveal the pattern of microelectrodes on the glass wafers.
C. Immobilisation of enzyme onto electrode band
Following the procedure outlined by J.J. Gooding [13] and Z. Liu [14, 15] , 0.020 g of the 8 hours functionalised singlewalled carbon nanotubes (P2-SWCNTs, Carbon Solution, Inc) and 0.100g of dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC, t99%, Fluka) were dispersed in 200 mL of N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF, HPLC grade, 99.9+%, Aldrich) by ultrasonication for 5 hours. A clean gold microelectrode band was exposed in a 0.2 mol L -1 cysteamine, NH 2 (CH 2 ) 2 SH / ethanol solution via a PDMS channel for 5 hours resulting in an amino terminated monolayer being formed. The microelectrodes were then washed with absolute ethanol and dried under nitrogen before being exposed to the carbon nanotube suspension for 12 hours, allowing the amines on the gold surface to form amide bonds with the carbon nanotubes.
The terminal carboxylic acid groups of functionalised carbon nanotubes were activated by exposure to a pH 5. 
D. Microfluidic device assembly
The Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microchannels and the glass microelectrode wafers were then plasma ashed using an oxygen plasma cleaner. The two ashed surfaces were then aligned before being contacted and sealed by heating at 65C for 2 hours. , the current response on the working electrode 1 is little at the beginning, nearly zero. However, the current response on the working electrode 2 is at a maximum of about 0.20 PA. After the potential sweep on the working electrode 1 reaches 0.2 V, the current response starts to increase. At the same time, the current on the working electrode 2 goes down. After the potential sweep attains 0.45 V, the current response on the working electrode 1 gets to a maximum, about 0.21 PA, and the current response on the working electrode 2 gets the minimum, about 0.16 PA. Pmol L -1 ferrocenecarboxylic acid and 2×10 -3 mol L -1 D-(+)-glucose after glucose oxidase is immobilised. Typically under the flow rate of 0.5 mL min -1 , the current response on the working electrode 2 is at its maximum at the beginning, about 0.34 PA. After the potential sweep on electrode 1 reaches 0.45 V, the current response on the working electrode 1 gets the maximum, about 0.20 PA. At the same time, the current response on the working electrode 2 gets the minimum, about 0.31 PA. Compared to the current responses when enzyme is absent, the current response on the electrode 1 is similar at the flow rate 0.5 mL min -1 , around 0.20 PA. However, the maximum current response on the electrode 2 is much bigger than that when no enzyme is present.
WE1
Enzyme absence WE2 Figure 5 shows the schematic of the Fc 2+ concentration profile with position in microchannel. When no enzyme is present, the electrochemical active ferrocenecarboxylic acid molecules are first oxidised on the working electrode 1, then flow over the working electrode 2. Because of the oxidisation on the working electrode 1, the concentration of Fc 2+ gets smaller in the laminar layers close to electrode surfaces. At the same time, ferrocenecarboxylic acid molecules diffuse from the far laminar layers to compensate the concentration consumption. If the flow rate is higher, the diffusion distance is shorter before reaching the working electrode 2. In essence, ferrocenecarboxylic acid solution is an equilibrium system between Fc 2+ and Fc 3+ ions. When enzyme is present, Fc 3+ ions can be turned over to Fc 2+ ions by interaction with glucose under the catalysis of the glucose oxidase. Figure 5(c) shows the possible chemical reactions in microchannels. When the potential sweep starts from 0 V, the surface concentration of Fc 2+ on electrode 1 does not change because no oxidisation takes place. But the ratio of Fc 2+/3+ increases in the close laminar layers when ferrocenecarboxylic acid solution sweeps over the enzyme electrode. So a larger maximum current response on the working electrode 2 can be observed, with an increasing gradient over the flow rate because of the diffusion effects. The higher flow rate is, the thinner the diffusion is, and hence the larger detection current response should be. Figure 6 shows the variation of maximum current response on the working electrode 2 against the glucose concentration. It can be seen that the variation in current response is reasonably linear up to a glucose concentration of 5×10 -3 mol L -1 , where the square of the correlation coefficient is 0.9868. The linear range could be extended by changing configuration parameters of microfluidic devices. The sensitivity and dynamic range is similar to multilayer enzyme electrode [16] and channel sensor [4] despite the much smaller amount of enzyme immobilized. It reflects the efficient turnover of glucose and ferrocenecarboxylic acid by enzyme electrode in microchannels.
Because of small amounts of fluid (10 -9 to 10 -18 litres) and enzyme in microchannels, microfluidic technologies offer a number of technical advantages, such as minimal device size for hand-held instrumentation and point-of-care testing, low production costs per device allowing disposable microfluidic systems, precise volumetric control of samples and reagents leading to higher sensitivities in analytical applications and efficient use of expensive chemical reagents. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Microfluidic devices for glucose detection have been constructed and developed by integration of glucose oxidase covalently immobilised single-walled carbon nanotube arrays into a poly (dimethylsiloxane)-based microfluidic channel. The electrochemical results showed that the glucose can be detected with a linear response up to a concentration of 5×10 -3 mol L -1
.
